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**Off Campus Shuttle Bus Route Resolution**

**Whereas:** According to Article I Section I of Student Government Association Student Senate By-Laws, the Student Senate shall be the official entity that shall identify students’ concerns and formulate student policy; and

**Whereas:** After speaking with several students who ride the off campus shuttle and the bus drivers at Prairie View A&M University, many concerns were mentioned about the shuttle route.

**Whereas:** The off campus shuttle route includes going to residence called Empty Eye and Pine Island. Many times people are not picked up from Empty Eye residence and it causes a delay in the student’s schedule, which conflicts with many people classes. Not only the students, but also the bus drivers feel as if individuals who stay in these residences should have to call the driver in order to receive a ride.

**Therefore**

**Let it be**

**Resolved:** Those students who stay in the areas of Empty Eye and Pine Island should have to call the shuttle bus drivers to be picked up.
Therefore
Let it be

Resolved: That this be resolved on this day October 22, 2014; and taken into effect after the proper signatures have been made.
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